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Abstract
Besides a more general concern over transport infrastructure, its quality and availability, mobility is also a pre-condition
for city dwellers to access urban resources, facilities, employment, local services and leisure. Moreover, mobility allows
urban inhabitants to uncover a city’s potentialities and to fully participate in urban life. Migrants, nevertheless, face the
issue of learning to do mobility in a new environment together with the urgency for settlement, finding work, making per-
sonal connections and attending to the mundane needs of everyday life that require one to move about. This article looks
at migrants’ urban mobilities in Lisbon, Portugal, from two perspectives. First, we look at migrants’ urban knowledge and
skills and at how they employ their abilities to use Lisbon’s urban resources. Second, we address some of the ways place-
specific urban resources of a religious nature sustain and are sustained by various (im)mobility practices. More specifically,
we look to a suburban mosque run by Guinean migrants and to a Sikh Gurdwara. This mobile/place-based contrast points
to the variegated (and often overlooked) forms of mobility (or lack of) that are put to practice by migrants and to how they
shape the everyday of migration journeys and their capacities to enjoy city-living.
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1. Introduction
The challenges and possibilities associated with living
in cities have gained momentum within social scientific
research. Although the urban form has been a long-
standing source of debate in scholarly accounts, it seems
that what is particularly new about a recent trend in ur-
ban writings has to do with a perceived need to under-
stand and analyse themobilization of hitherto ‘academic’
concepts and ideas by urban populations themselves as
they growingly frame their claims and complaints by re-
course to terms such as, for example, ‘the right to the
city’ or ‘gentrification’. The ways these once academic-
only concepts have reverberated into social debates and
media coverage opens up a whole research agenda sig-
nalling a renewed interest for the urban question that
has transcended academia and been incorporated into
the grammar of everyday city living.
A key debate regarding dwelling in urban settings is
that of how people move about in space. Urban mobil-
ity has figured in many academic and non-academic ac-
counts which problematize, for instance, the sustainabil-
ity of driving cultures, claims for the creation or improve-
ment of cycling and other alternative transport infras-
tructures, or the footprint of everyday transit and so on.
Yet, urban mobility has a less visible (and far less stud-
ied) side which is its intersection with migrant integra-
tion concerns. As urban inhabitants, immigrants confront
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many of the urban issues met by native populations, but
they also face the question of learning to do mobility in
a new environment together with the urgency for settle-
ment, finding work, making personal connections and at-
tending to the mundane needs of everyday life that re-
quire one to move about.
It is this interface between urban mobility and mi-
grant integration that we address in this article. We de-
part from the premise that the making of urban mobil-
ities is a fundamental aspect to be taken into account
when thinking about migrants’ urban lives. Urban mo-
bility, as we reflect in the following paragraphs, is both
a primary need for migrants to access urban resources
and services, as it is also a producer of migrants’ social
and spatial connectedness toward the city. Mobility is a
means to an end, but, as the ‘new mobilities’ paradigm
has put it (Sheller & Urry, 2006), it is also more than
that: it creates socialities, affinities, knowledge and, for
these reasons, it may help us look at migrant emplace-
ment from a mobile vantage point.
We structured the article along the following lines.
First, we present some of the ways in which urban mobil-
ity has intersected with migration and integration schol-
arship. We focus on empirically informed studies which
provide tools for linking urban mobility and migrants’
wellbeing. Second, we present our two case studies from
Lisbon, Portugal. The first case study looks at migrants’
urban mobilities as a learned skill and, in so doing, un-
packs the waysmobility knowledgematerializes into spe-
cific mobility practices. We rely on qualitative data pro-
duced by migrants of various origins and situate it in the
context of their urban expertise. Participants were re-
cruited as to ensure a broad spectrum of migration pro-
files (origins, length of stay, neighbourhood of residence,
etc.), responded to in-depth interviews, drew mental
maps and completed time-space diaries. The second
case study addresses some of the ways place-specific ur-
ban resources of a religious nature sustain and are sus-
tained by various (im)mobility practices. More specifi-
cally, we look to a suburban mosque run by Guinean mi-
grants and to a Sikh Gurdwara. We explore how the Is-
lamic community on the city’s edge provides in situ social
solidarity as a way to circumvent both social and spatial
exclusion in the light of mobility constraints. In contrast,
we turn to the Gurdwara to unpack its role as a place
of connection in shaping Punjabi migrants’ residential
and everyday mobilities. This mobile/place-based con-
trast aims to elucidate the variegated (and often over-
looked) forms of mobility (or lack of mobility) that are
put to practice by migrants and how they shape the ev-
eryday of migration journeys and their capacities to en-
joy city-living. The article ends with a brief reflection on
the potentialities afforded by this perspective.
2. Migration, Urban Mobility and Wellbeing
Since the ‘mobility turn’, the social sciences have moved
away from viewing urban mobilities as mere byproducts
of social life to looking at them as producers of complex
spatial and social configurations. Opening the ‘black box’
of mobilities has not only brought to light the activities
that take place during movement (‘dwelling in motion’),
but, by considering mobility as an activity in itself, re-
vealed that ‘mobilities are everywhere’ (Cresswell, 2006)
and that we should pay close attention to ‘the complex
interdependencies between, and social consequences of,
such diverse mobilities’ (Urry, 2000, p. 185).
Although migration scholars seem not to have
‘bought into’ themobilities paradigm in its entirety (King,
2012, p. 143), there is a growing body of research on the
nexus between urban mobility and migrant integration.
A frequent claim is that moving about is how migrants
become ‘grounded in the local through their everyday
practices’ (van Riemsdijk, 2014, p. 963). Van Riemsdijk
(2014), for example, has looked at place-making and ex-
plored how urban geographies and belonging are inter-
twined for skilled migrants in Oslo. Myers (2008) ad-
dressed the performative aspect of emplacement among
asylum seekers in Plymouth. Her research pointed to the
ways through which ordinary skills such as wayfinding
and orientation function as important homing devices for
recently arrived individuals. Sampson and Gifford (2010)
have focused on settlement processes of young refugees
in Melbourne and on how their moving through urban
space afforded remedies for previous traumatic experi-
ences, something they named ‘therapeutic landscapes’.
The proliferation of terms such as migrant emplace-
ment, groundedness, situatedness or spatial integration,
all aiming to grasp the variegated relationships between
migrants and their presence in and movement through
local territories testify to the critical roles everyday ge-
ographies play in settlement processes, as emotional
geographies (Davidson, Bondi, & Smith, 2007) are con-
structed and homeliness is ascribed to new localities
(Ahmed, Castañeda, Fortier, & Sheller, 2003). Although
this growing body of research has opened the ‘black
box’ of migrants’ urban mobilities, we believe that not
enough attention has been accorded to the link between
migrants’ urban mobilities and the material urgencies
of settlement, such as finding accommodation, work, or
simply learning to navigate a still unfamiliar territory.
While most studies tend to focus on the creation of af-
fective ties between migrants and their place of settle-
ment (place-making, home-making, belonging, identity
etc.), we direct our attention here to the practicalities
of emplacement.
These (perhaps more) immediate needs, or pre-
conditions for city-living, have been investigated from
other angles and in other literatures, not necessarily per-
taining to immigrant integration concerns. Studies on
mobilities andwellbeing, for instance, have advanced rel-
evant lines of enquiry that may be applied to contexts
where migrant integration is aimed. As Stanley, Hensher,
Stanley and Vella-Brodrick (2011) have noted, ‘wellbe-
ing is not just something people desire because it feels
good, but also because it is associated with a range of
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other highly valued outcomes’, which may range from
health and social interaction to having access to relevant
resources and services, housing and professional occu-
pation. Such ‘openness’ of wellbeing research to social
and individual outcomes that involve both the use and
the navigation of urban life can, in turn, help to frame
some of the preoccupations of migration and integra-
tion scholarship.
Urban space and the ways it is practised have ranked
high in specialized literature as determinant aspects of
wellbeing. As Schwanen and Wang (2014, p. 835) argue,
several research projects have shown that factors such as
density, degree of urbanization, city size and accessibility
to transport infrastructure are indicators of urbanwellbe-
ing, although results differ across studies. Transport mo-
bility is often considered a key indicator and has been ex-
plored in many contexts, although research has almost
exclusively employed samples of older people (Stanley
et al., 2011, p. 790). A growing consensus points to the
need to widen the populations and groups studied (and
include women, children, ethnic minorities, etc.), as to
account for intersectional causation, but also to under-
take more close-up accounts of the ways urban mobility
conditions inhabitants’ engagements with the urban re-
sources and experiences deemed relevant by individual
participants, rather than the ones defined a priori by ex-
perts (Nordbakke & Schwanen, 2014, p. 107).
This article responds to a perceived call for more
nuanced, qualitative explorations of inhabitants’ mobil-
ities. As we delve into the ‘mechanics’ (Knowles, 2010)
of migrants’ spatial practices in Lisbon, our aim is to un-
derstand how migrants provide themselves with a cer-
tain number of urban resources (Asselin, Dureau, Giroud,
Hamadi, &Marcadet, 2005, p. 64). As we demonstrate in
the following sections, considering migrants as urban in-
habitants who, in different ways and resorting to various
(mobility) strategies, do manage to live urban lives is to
accord them their agency as city dwellers, without pro-
ducing voluntarist narratives of migrant integration. To
unpack the knowledge and skills employed by migrants
to find jobs or affordable accommodation, or to circum-
vent spatial exclusion, postcode discrimination or neigh-
bourhood stigma, for instance, is to engage analytically
with structural constraints, if only from the perspective
of those affected by such issues.
A crucial concern for both migration and wellbeing
scholarships is the individual’s ability to manage basic ev-
eryday needs by recourse to urbanmobility. Knowles and
Harper (2009), for example, have shown how the navi-
gational aspects of British migrants journeying through
Hong Kong unravel their social worlds and expose their
spatialities of privilege, Whiteness and lifestyle migra-
tion. Parallel to that, within wellbeing research, Ryff
(1989) contended that finding and creating a surround-
ing context suiting one’s personal needs and capacities
(Nordbakke& Schwanen, 2014, p. 111)—what Ryff called
‘environmental mastery’—was one of the six key dimen-
sions of wellbeing. What links these contributions to-
gether is an understanding of the human-environment
interaction that acknowledges individuals’ capacities to
mobilize a city’s resources as their own resources, which
suggests a ‘softening’ of the boundary between self and
space. As urban space and its resources and capacities
enter the realm of ‘what is within reach’ (as opposed to
‘what is out there’), individuals are able to work urban
space from within. In fact, Seamon (1979, p. 101) had
already described such process as a tendency towards
mergence, because ‘there is a break in the boundary be-
tween person (self) and world (non-self); in figurative
terms, the person merges with his [sic] environment’.
Such sensitivity to one’s surroundings is learned
through action, Seamon argues, ‘Movements become
familiar when the body performs them several times
and incorporates them’ (1979, p. 48). Borrowing from
Merleau-Ponty’s Phenomenology of perception (1962),
where the author states that:
Motility, then, is not, as it were, a handmaid of con-
sciousness, transporting the body to that point in
space of which we have formed a representation be-
forehand. In order that we may be able to move our
body towards an object, the object must first exist for
it, our body must not belong to the realm of the ‘in-
itself’. (1962, pp. 138–139)
Seamon argued that such mergence leads to a sense of
‘at-easiness’ impacting individuals’ wellbeing and quality
of life. In other words, it is the active practising of urban
space through mobility that enables city-dwellers, mi-
grants or non-migrants, to develop a practical resource-
fulness, with which they become equipped to tackle the
demands of everyday life. Yet, the experiences afforded
by urban space may also impact the long haul of migra-
tion journeys, as we will show later in the article.
Mobility, as this article contends, plays a critical role
in allowing for that state of mergence, or integration.We
will now proceed our empirical illustrations in a twofold
way: first, we show how migrants mobilize knowledge
and skills in order to do mobilities; second, we look at
how migrants convoke urban mobilities in order to carry
out activities and attend to the urgencies of settlement.
3. Lisbon Tricks: Urban Skills and Migrants’ Mobilities
This section explores the links between migrants’ urban
knowledges and how they crystalize into particular forms
of doing mobility. We address more specifically the em-
bodied knowledges articulated bymigrants in Lisbon and
the extent to which they retranslate into urban practices
and experiences. We do so by resorting to a qualitative,
EU-funded fieldwork carried in Lisbon in 2015 and 2016
for which 25 migrants of various origins, ethnicities and
socio-economic and legal statuseswere inquired through
in-depth interviews, mental maps and time-space jour-
nals. Participants were selected following a purposive-
sampling logic, as one of our aims was to understand
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how the various and overlapping categories of migrant
integration research (such as age, gender, nationality, ed-
ucation, occupation, etc.) played out in migrants’ urban
geographies of practice. All the interviews which appear
in this article were conducted in Portuguese.
When we first introduced the topic of our research
project to Tiago, a national of Sao Tome and Principe liv-
ing in Lisbon since 2008, he immediately told us about
the first time he took a train in Lisbon. Having only used
the metro before, he expected the train’s doors also to
open automatically, which they did not. ‘No one left at
that station so the doors kept shut and I missed my stop’
he said laughing. ‘That was something I quickly learned;
I’ll never forget it’. These banal practicalities of public
transit, as they ingrain themselves into urbanites’ways of
moving about, constitute part of the unreflexive practice
of everyday life (Binnie, Edensor, Holloway, Millington, &
Young, 2007). Anecdotal when seen as an isolated event,
thesemobility skills add up to afford urbanites a sense of
‘at-easiness’ with urban space that Seamon (1979) held
to be a crucial signifier of human spatial integration.
But Tiago’s stories of navigating Lisbon also brought
to light some of the intricacies between urban mobilities
and questions of race and (postcolonial) migration:
I was never the kind of person that hangs out where
there’s onlywhite people….I only go to the barswhere
there are other black fellows. If there are two bars
one next to the other and in one there are blacks
and in the other whites, of course I go to the black
one; if I can help a fellow African, of course I will. This
whole racism and xenophobia thing is something that
only those (Africans) who have been here for a long
time have experienced. That is because they arrived
at a time where there were very few black people
here. Today, if you don’t want to be humiliated you
always have an option: there’s a black bar and a white
bar. Period.
Tiago’s account is not only a story of ethnic solidarity,
but one of a racialized city where he performs racial mo-
bilities in order to avoid being discriminated against. As
Knowles (2003, p. 42) has argued, ethnicity is also con-
strued ‘in a moving sense of place and social landscape’.
Mobility here—and knowing where there are ‘black bars’
and how to find them—is part of a repertoire of spa-
tial strategies mobilized by Tiago as a way to access an
African/hospitable Lisbon. His racialized geographies in-
volve the places he prefers to go to, but also those which
he avoids. Martim Moniz, the most ethnically diverse
neighbourhood in central Lisbon, happens to be one of
such places. Tiago used to visit a friend who lived there
and was searched by the police a couple of times, ‘hands
on the wall and everything’ as he said, ‘that’s why I try
not to go there anymore’. The very notion of embodied
knowledge could not be more literal than in this case
where Tiago’s body was inspected by police officers who
imprinted a ‘no-go zone’ onto his personal geographies.
Doing mobility always entangles practical knowl-
edge, which is produced, learnt and mobilized by urban
dwellers. Nevertheless, mobility knowledge does not al-
ways retranslate into actual mobility practices. In a study
conducted with Korean Christian immigrant women liv-
ing in Los Angeles, Shin (2011, p. 2356) noticed how
‘these women’s mobility resources, such as cars and
knowledge, are not transformed into freedom of mobil-
ity for them’. Shin argued that both the specificities of Los
Angeles’ urban structure and the highly structured and
gendered roles these women lived did not leave much
room for experiencing freedom in urbanmobility despite
their possession of significant mobility potential or, as
Kaufmann (2002) defines it,motility.
A similar argument may be used to describe the
feeling of ‘entrapment’ experienced by Zie, a Chinese
woman living in Portugal since 2002. Zie runs a conve-
nience store and a restaurant with her husband. During
our conversation, she demonstrated a deep understand-
ing of which were the best and the worst neighbour-
hoods in Lisbon to open a Chinese restaurant and a shop.
Zie herself admitted often going to other similar shops
owned by Chinese migrants in Lisbon to see the level of
prices practised. Despite this fine business-oriented read-
ing of Lisbon neighbourhoods, Zie told us she hardly ever
leaves her own neighbourhood.
I live 10 minutes from here [the shop]. Walking. We
park the car in front of the shop. The restaurant is
just over there….All must be very close. The schools
[where her children study], the shop….I know this
area very well.
When asked if she would like to live elsewhere in Lisbon,
Zie replied ‘no, no; I prefer to live close to the shop’. It
is evident that for her spatial proximity between work
and home is more than a mere preference; it frames her
and her family’s activity orbit: they all live, work, study
and shop within a 1km radius. And although in the past
Zie had explored the commercial potentialities of other
districts in Lisbon, nowadays she does not feel confident
and has no need to actually trespass this limited, yet fa-
miliar territory. So much so that when asked about the
two neighbouring districts (both within less than a 15-
minute walk from her shop), Zie said ‘I don’t know them.
It’s just work and home’. Despite the specific reasons
leading to Zie’s ‘entrapped’ spatial practices (and their
particular consequences), her condition might be paired
with that of older Portuguese residents, mainly the ones
living in the historical neighbourhoods in Lisbon, where
restrictions to mobility (both in terms of physical capaci-
ties and transport infrastructure) have kept elderly popu-
lations isolated from the rest of urban life and, therefore,
heavily dependent on care and external support, a topic
always in vogue in local news.
On a different note, Jessica, a Cape Verdean dentist,
experiences a radical disjunction between home and the
workplace. Her many residential mobilities and various
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workplaces (both previous and contemporary) located in
non-contiguous neighbourhoods in Lisbon have forced
her to rely on a car for everyday mobility. ‘I try to avoid
driving whenever I can, I really like walking, but going to
one workplace to the other and carrying my materials
with me is something I could not do without a car’, she
said. The quotidian crisscrossing of Lisbon has made Jes-
sica develop a rich repertoire of routes and places.When
asked to draw a mental map of the Lisbon she used, Jes-
sica drew the following image (Figure 1).
At the centre of her ‘map’, she locates her home
neighbourhood. From that starting point, she selects and
organizes areas in Lisbon based on her practical needs:
to the left, she lists the places she goes to for a night
out; in the centre, where she goes shopping; on the top
right, she arranged the places she frequents for leisure
activities; and finally, on the bottom right, the two clin-
ics where she works at the moment.
Rather than a representation of Lisbon’s landscape,
Jessica’s scheme is better understood as a taskscape, a
term coined by Ingold (1993) to describe the tapestry of
dwelling activities, which sew together time and space.
Jessica’s drawing is the product of the sum of various
journeys accumulated in time, exposing her habitual
practices and choices. Her selecting, emphasizing, reori-
enting and juxtaposing of urban resources testify to her
ability do ‘bend’ urban space to a given purpose (Buhr,
2017a), making it a function of her own needs.
The three examples presented here provide a
glimpse into the relationship between the making of mi-
grants’ mobilities in Lisbon and the mobilization of prac-
tical knowledges and skills. It matters how we get to
places (Ahmed, 2006), and looking at the ways migrants
do mobilities exposes how they manage everyday urban
life in the face of the various structural limitations faced,
such as racism, spatial entrapment, urban functional zon-
ing and home/workplace disjunction, for instance. This
perspective illuminates the question of migrant integra-
tion and its intersections with well-being and spatial con-
fidence (Koskela, 1997), as migrants narrate, whether
through interviews or drawings, what they actively do
with urban space, in order to enjoy it or to circumvent
its constraints.
4. Faith-Based Urban Resources: Place and
(Im)Mobility
In this section, we explore the links between migrants’
urban mobilities, faith and place-based urban resources
and thematerial needs of everyday life.Wedrawon field-
work, carried out between 2012 and 2014, in the ambit
of a wider research project. In particular, we look at life
in and around twomigrant places in the city—a Sikh Gur-
dwara and a suburban mosque1—and reflect on some
of the ways they respond to migrants’ mobility practices
and facilitate migrant emplacement in the city.
We turn first to the suburban mosque, located in a
suburb at the very extension of Lisbon’s urban sprawl.
The pioneer West African Muslim migrants we inter-
viewed moved to this area in the 1990s, attracted by
lower house prices and employment in construction in
the municipality. These residential spatial patterns are
closely related with the specific phase of urban expan-
sion at their time of arrival in the city. At the time, res-
idential mobility to the suburb signified a positive inte-
gration trajectory and accumulation of assets as many
bought their own homes facilitated by easy access to
credit. It was in one of these homes that themosque first
began, until the local Muslim population outgrew the
space. It now occupies a converted garage in a rear court-
yard blurring the line between secular and sacred space.
The lack of signing or symbolism means the only visible
indications of the significance of the place are the reli-
gious rituals and practices of localMuslims that flow over
Figure 1. Jessica’s mental map.
1 25 in-depth interviews were conducted in the former and 39 in the latter.
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into the public sphere, such as lingering after prayers
or discarded shoes on the street. After family reunifica-
tion, the needs of everyday life became more spatially
anchored. As the religious leader describes, a sister as-
sociation was established in the same square to provide
faith-based welfare provision in compensation for rudi-
mentary social services (Ley, 2008; Winkler, 2008), and
to address specific migrant needs.
We arrived to the area and there were things missing,
our children were with us, wives, we began to think of
the future. First about Islam, but this wasn’t enough.
I’mnot verywell educated,my son has homework and
I can’t help. We saw many difficulties and we needed
a place to meet them.
Early mobility to the suburban periphery spatially
matched employment opportunities in construction.
However, in the aftermath of the economic crisis, in
which the construction sector was severely affected, the
spatial context offered little flexibility to pursue work op-
portunities elsewhere. A growing sentiment of isolation
or spatial de-connectedness from the city was evident in
the narratives of the interviewees. In the context of high
levels of unemployment, transport becomeunaffordable
and distance increased in a time-space decompression.
Now I feel trapped here, I could jump the ticket barrier
and, I do sometimes, but I’m afraid of getting caught
and being landed with a fine. Transport is too expen-
sive. I can’t afford the train to go to Lisbon.
Access to informal employment networks was hindered
and a perceived spatial mismatch between residence
and employment opportunities was central in the inter-
viewees’ accounts:
You can’t arrange work here anymore. You need to
go to Lisbon just to look for work, to go and come
back takes somuch time andmoney! If I could I would
move to Amadora [an intermediate municipality be-
fore the city of Lisbon]. Someone therewould passme
information about a job because there is a lot ofmove-
ment there. It’s a meeting place, not just for Guineans
but loads of nationalities.
The narratives above demonstrate not only the criti-
cal role of the spatial context in understanding mobil-
ity capacity, but also the importance of individual socio-
structural embeddedness. Furthermore, the gap that can
exist between knowing how todomobility andbeing able
to do it attests to mobility as ‘a structuring dimension of
social life’ (Kaufmann, Bergman, & Joye, 2004, p. 754).
As lessening urban mobility circumscribed everyday
geographies to the neighbourhood, new local spatialities
and knowledge developed, with the mosque assuming
particular importance, as Ibrahim describes:
Now that I don’t work, I know the neighbourhood in-
side out, upside down. Before it was just on Saturday
and Sunday, I was only here on the weekend, I didn’t
really pay attention to the place….It won’t do to enter
into the café here. I go in and the owner asks “yes, do
you need something?” Then I can only stay here on
the street, in the shopping centre. So I end up spend-
ing my time in the mosque, then going for a walk.
Mobility was not only affected at the local level, but
across scales as economic marginalization, in some in-
stances, led to onward migration reiterating other find-
ings (McGarrigle, 2016; Esteves, Fonseca, & Malheiros,
2017). Edmundo told us that ‘there are many empty
homes in the area; they left for the UK, Germany’. In con-
trast, various interviewees described the in-situ social
support from the mosque and Islamic association. This
helped to alleviate hardship in the short-term but not
fundamentally change it due to the scope of interven-
tion at the very local level. Intra-community social soli-
darity came in different forms as evident in the follow-
ing accounts:
I am sick, or I miss or can’t buy my medicines, so
they talk in the mosque….Pull together, and get what
I need.
I stayed in the mosque at the beginning after they
closed my house and I cleaned it in exchange.
They offerme food, vegetables, rice, spaghetti. I never
imagined my life would come to this.
I get help here to deal with my social welfare papers
without having to travel to Sintra.
Despite the physical restrictions on mobility and depen-
dence on local community support, entrapment pro-
pelled spatial imaginaries beyond the limits of the every-
day. Vincent, who had migrated from Guinea Conakry in
the early 2000s, elaborates:
All the work that we came here for has stopped. All I
can think about ismy “terra,” I wouldn’t be so touched
there, even in a crisis,mymumanddad are there, fam-
ily to supportme. I imagine beingwithmy familywork-
ing in the fields.
The same sentiments were present in other intervie-
wees’ discourses, which encompassed narratives of re-
turn and onward migration.
Now turning to the Sikh Gurdwara, the first point of
contrast is its accessibility. In 2010, the Gurdwara moved
to a new location, in a vacant factory, close to the last
stop on the metro line, which connects directly to the
city. As one leader elaborates:
We felt the first location [of the Gurdwara] was much
too far for people to get to, they had to walk for ages.
We looked for something close to ametro stop so that
people can come more easily and more frequently.
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The relocation of the Gurdwara brings to mind Ingold’s
(2006) assertion that place does not exist as location but
as the juncture of different trajectories—in this case en-
compassing day-to-day and migration journeys. Indeed,
the Gurdwara is a site where the local arrangements of
everyday life in Lisbon are negotiated, responding to the
primary needs of newmigrants arriving to the city to find
work and accommodation. Networking with local Pun-
jabi business men and other migrants provides an entry
point into the urban labour market (McGarrigle & Ascen-
são, 2017). One interviewee described this in the follow-
ing way:
The first port of call is to the place in the city where
you know you will receive help, with a job, a house
and the rest.
It functions in a network of places, as a node or muscular
matter where many tendons connecting to other spaces
dispersed across the city converge—namely places of
work, which include grocery, phone shops and restau-
rants. Of course, support is available in situ through cul-
tural and religious resources and practices such as langar,
which provides the community with daily food. However,
the local employment networks that intersect in the Gur-
dwara produce new spatial behaviour and urban mobili-
ties. In contrast with the very local reach of the welfare
offered by the suburban mosque, the urban resources
obtainable at the Gurdwara result in the creation of new
routes through the city and networked territories that
enmesh ethnic solidarity with the vulnerability of newly
arrived migrants. Of course, this is precisely due to dif-
ferences in modes of labour market insertion between
both groups. In practice, business owners, who rely on
new migrants as a source of low-cost labour, define the
rules of initial movement. For instance, Ritam was intro-
duced to a restaurant owner through contacts made at
the Gurdwara when he first arrived in Lisbon.
I moved to Paço de Arcos [an area on the Lisbon
coast/estuary] with my boss, another cook and a chef,
all together in the same house. It was a big house. Our
boss paid everything, rent, we ate at the restaurant,
we worked every day it was really complicated.
Later after gaining new skills and abilities to navigate the
city and the urban labour market, Ritam moved further
out of the city to Cascais on the coast then to the city
centre, where he continues to work in an Indian restau-
rant. His residential mobility made him more aware of
urban borders, between the inner city and the suburbs,
and different diurnal rhythms, opening up new possibil-
ities for him in the city. He began to explore the night-
time city and try out nightlife in the bars and clubs of
downtown Lisbon. His more experimental urban expe-
rience uncovers the variegated places in which migrant
identities unfold, showing themultiplicity ofmigrant spa-
tialities (Brickell & Datta, 2011; Kochan, 2016). Again,
Ritam illustrated this when spoke of how he manages
cultural and religious expectations with his experimen-
tal experiences.
I only have Sunday free, that’s when I go to the Gur-
dwara. I wake at 9.00 and then after 2 or 3 in the af-
ternoon I take a bath and then later I go out with my
friends, to drink. But in the Gurdwara I never say, no-
body says.
His range of spatial connections involve skill and
negotiation—in this case the boundaries of religious ex-
pectations.
The two migrant places of worship we explored in
this section both operate as urban service hubs for dif-
ferent groups of migrants, yet they are distinctive due to
their different spatial reach.While this highlights the crit-
ical role of the spatial context in understanding mobility
capacity, such contexts are not ahistoric and have been
produced by conditions of arrival and the distinct modes
of incorporation and organization of both communities
in the city.
5. Conclusions
We have seen that mobilities may serve different func-
tions to migrant urbanites and how using certain key ur-
ban resources often implies the production of particu-
lar circuits and circulations that entangle ethnic/religious
solidarity, similar spatial positionalities, or the need to
satisfy common everyday needs, for example. Yet, the
practice of urban mobility is not a given, as if it were
readily (and equally) accessible to everyone to answer
to the problem solving requirements of everyday urban
life. Mobility is also something we learn to do and that
requires a constant manipulation and re-adjustment of
skills and knowledge (Buhr, 2017b).
Nevertheless, as the examples provided here indi-
cate, while competence is essential for doing mobility,
practical knowledge does not inevitability result in mo-
bility practice. Looking at mobility potential, or motility,
can certainly reveal important aspects relating to quality
of life and wellbeing (Kaufmann et al., 2004, p. 753), but
it is the examination of both mobility potential and ac-
tual mobility practices that provides a more thorough ac-
count of the waysmigrants domanage to navigate urban
life even when facing various forms of urban inequality.
Thinking about migrant emplacement in terms of in-
dividuals’ capacities tomobilize a city’s resources as their
own resources has allowed us to grasp migrants’ active
roles in terms of managing the urgencies of settlement,
but also the constraints and opportunities often materi-
alized in the shape of urban structure, residential loca-
tion, and their own positionalities within their networks
and within the socio-economic spectrum. In fact, some
of our findings have shown how contextual change (i.e.,
economic crisis), inasmuch as it impacted migrants’ mo-
bility practices and limited access to services and provi-
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sions, also re-shapedmigrants’migratory plans to a point
where onwardmigration appeared as a possible solution.
To excavate the interface between urban mobility
and migrant integration is to open up avenues for think-
ing what migrants need urban space for but also what
kinds of resources and possibilities cities make avail-
able for them. Tracingmigrants’ urbanmobilities exposes
a complex relationality between self and environment
and directs our attention to the everyday, banal require-
ments of urban life that are, nevertheless, the very sub-
stance of migrant integration.
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